
YOU LOVED IT LAST YEAR
THIS TIME LAST YEAR, WE OPENED THE NEW PROGRAMME FOR 
BOOKINGS EARLY, JUST FOR YOU, WITH SPECIAL OFFERS, AND 

FOR A WINDOW OF JUST 8 DAYS.

AND YOU LOVED IT.

SO WE’RE DOING THE SAME AGAIN.

WE’RE OPEN FOR BOOKINGS FOR JUST 8 DAYS.

AFTER THAT, THE WINDOW SHUTS UNTIL JANUARY (AND WE ALL 
TAKE A BREAK).

YOU LOVED TELLING US WHAT YOU’D LIKE ON OUR F**K IT RETREATS...
We had over 100 responses from you to our detailed survey about what you’d like to see on the retreats. Wow!

A big THANK YOU for that.

We’ve taken what you were asking for and created next year’s programme.
And this means some big BIG changes.
As well as keeping doing all the stuff you already love.

So there were some really strong themes, mainly:

YOU’D LOVE TO CLONE MAGIC GAIA
Our biggest challenge this time last year was that Gaia’s ‘F**k It Magic’ retreats sold out so quickly (her Fano Villa 
retreat sold out in a day!).

So a lot of you said you wanted more Magic Gaia.
Which is hard, because there’s only one Gaia (in many ways).

So Gaia’s going to be doing her themed retreats at Urbino Resort and Stromboli.
AND she’s doing TWO of her 10-day retreats at the Fano Villa.
AND she’s doing two retreats at a SECRET location (scroll down and you’ll find out where).
AND she’s going to be doing special ‘Magic 1-to-1 Breaks’ in FANO, on the coast.

So, until the cloning technology goes beyond Dolly the Sheep, we think we’re doing pretty well with the one Gaia 
we have.

WINDOW OPEN 
FOR 8 DAYS

The magic of Gaia seems an understatement, her shamanic, 
intuitive flow throughout the week is just beyond words - it 
just feels amazing how she weaves her spell around us all!



 

YOU’D LOVE ANOTHER VENUE OR TWO
Yeah, you love our current venues of Urbino Resort and Stromboli.

But you’d like somewhere else to choose from too.
And most of you wanted it by the SEA.

So… drum roll… we’ve found just the place.

It’s amazing...

It’s a 5 star hotel right on the beach in Pesaro – THE EXCELSIOR.

We’ll be using a huge and delicious room on the first floor of this fabulous hotel, gazing out through the large 
windows over the beach and Adriatic Sea. And the best thing is that you can stay (and eat) wherever you want in 
Pesaro (there’s a huge choice).

AND, hush hush, we’re going to be using The Hill That Breathes again for two of Gaia’s F**k It Magic retreats. 
Oh yeah.

YOU’D LOVE ANOTHER F**K IT ‘FESTIVAL’ – A BIGGER, JUICIER F**K IT RETREAT
We tried out our first ‘Festival’ this summer – and it was a great success.

So we’re going to do TWO festivals next summer, both at the Excelsior, right on the beach in Pesaro, both run by 
John and his team.

They will be delicious.

And you get to choose deliciousness in two flavours:
- F**k It Helps (how F**k It can help you in every area of your life)
- F**k It – Do What You Love (how to find what you love, do it, and make a living from it).

These are new, big ideas, being shared in a new, big (and luxurious) venue, with new, big groups looking out over 
the big sea and beach.

YOU’D LOVE ANOTHER ‘F**K IT – DO WHAT YOU LOVE’ RETREAT
The first ever Do What You Love retreat, starts soon, on the 29th October.
When we launched it, we had so many, and I mean SO MANY people saying –

So we are. Next September.  At Excelsior, on the sea, overlooking the sea, swimming in the sea, doing what we love, 
learning how to do what we love.  

Be there. Or be… a square peg in a round hole forever.

On the beach 
if possible

Somewhere 
by the sea please

Bummer, I can’t make the dates, please do 
another one next year



YOU’D LOVE HELP TAKING ‘F**K IT’ INTO YOUR DAILY LIFE AFTER THE RETREAT
We’ve been trying to figure this out for a long time.
And we think we have (figured it out).

I just felt so good after the retreat…  I could do with more 
help to keep that feeling in the madness of everyday life.

Introducing F**K IT RE-ENTRY: a variety of packages that you can add to your week’s retreat to help you 
MULTIPLY the effect of the learning on the week. 

So you can come on a retreat, any retreat, and be confident you can carry the benefits and the transformation into 
your life, where it really matters (so the benefits continue long after the tan has faded).

YOU’D LOVE MORE ACCOMMODATION OPTIONS
A lot of you wanted more choice.

The biggest way we’re doing that is by choosing the Excelsior in Pesaro as a venue, so you can choose anywhere 
you want to stay in this lovely town. From B&B to luxury spa, the choice is yours.

And you can now choose the ‘F**k It Villa’, which is self-catering and thus very good value.

And there’s the big news of The Hill of course.

And to make it clearer what you’re paying for, we’ve now separated what the course costs you (along with all the 
exciting new ‘re-entry’ options), from the accommodation costs.
 
So you can get a much more bespoke way of choosing your retreat. And it means that one person might be 
paying a few thousand euros more than another person for the package they put together (if they’re going for luxury 
accommodation and the VIP Re-entry package, for example).   



THE F**K IT RETREATS PROGRAMME
SO, WE LISTENED (OR, RATHER, READ), AND THIS IS WHERE WE GOT TO…
WE’RE KEEPING IT SIMPLE: JUST DOING WHAT WE LOVE IN A WAY THAT YOU LOVE (AND BENEFIT FROM). 
SO THAT MEANS JUST THREE BIG IDEAS FOR 2016: 
F**K IT MAGIC (WITH GAIA), F**K IT HELPS & F**K IT DO WHAT YOU LOVE (BOTH WITH JOHN).

F**K IT MAGIC. F**k It co-author and magic healer Gaia leads these 
totally magic weeks. These are the perfect weeks to take F**k It healing 
to a different level (as all those who know and love Gaia will tell you). 
Even those who don’t know Gaia, get the ‘magic’ within minutes of 
being with her. She is magic. This is magic. And you re-discover your 
own magic.

F**K IT HELPS (FESTIVAL). F**k It author John leads this brand new 
festival week in this brand new venue. F**k It really does help. Suck up 
John’s new ‘F**k It Helps’ system during the morning sessions in the 
luxurious group room overlooking the sea. Then take your pick from 
Qigong, breathwork and other such sessions at other times.

F**K IT – DO WHAT YOU LOVE (FESTIVAL). A week by the sea 
to celebrate doing what you love. John and his team will guide you 
through the process of pinpointing what you love, understanding why 
it’s so important to do what you love, then working out how to make a 
living from it. Very inspiring, very practical and very life-changing. With 
on-tap help from john, a coach and a consultant.

THE F**K IT RE-ENTRY PACKAGES. These are brand new for 2016.  
You now have the option to choose a package that really helps you 
spread the benefit of your F**k It retreat into the rest of your life. So it 
might be an eCourse that happens in the weeks after you get home, or 
you might choose to reserve a few 1-to-1s with Gaia. And all at special 
re-entry package prices just for those who book the retreats.

8 RETREATS, IN DIFFERENT VENUES 
FROM APRIL – NOVEMBER

1 BIG FESTIVAL RETREAT, AT THE 
EXCELSIOR, PESARO, JUNE 5 –12

1 BIG FESTIVAL RETREAT, AT THE 
EXCELSIOR, SEPTEMBER 4 -11



F**K IT MAGIC. 8 RETREATS BETWEEN APRIL AND NOVEMBER

F**k It Magic Retreats are led by Gaia, F**k It founder and co-author of the bestselling F**k It books (last count: 
500,000 sold around the world). She has been running sell-out F**k It Magic retreats in Italy, London and Ireland 
since 2009.

These retreats with Gaia filled up very quickly last year, with most becoming full in the first week (and one retreat in 
just one day). Each retreat has a different theme, and quality, so you can experience several different retreats with 
Gaia (in the same year too, as some people do).

Gaia is a gift to healing and humanity, she’s great fun too! I would recommend 
one of her retreats to anyone wanting to open their heart and mind - thank you!!!

Gaia is F**k It Magic personified. Just hanging out with Gaia takes you to a different place. Having created the whole 
F**k It thing (with John) 10 years ago, Gaia IS F**k It. And you can’t help but get it when you’re with her.

We use the word ‘magic’ around Gaia too because that’s how people describe her and her work. 
(And Gaia has A LOT of people following her from one place to another, doing one retreat after another).

So, ‘magic’ in what way? Ask any of the 100s of people Gaia has touched over the years - whether with a blast of 
energy in just the right place, or a whispered sentence that elicits tears and the question ‘how do you know that?’ - 
and they’ll give you some idea. It’s one reason people come back to see Gaia again and again.

Sure, Gaia has huge experience, and will take you deeper into some amazing areas, like –
• Relaxing so much that it’s ‘dissolving’ more than relaxing.
• Breathing in a way that changes every cell in your body.
• Exploring energy in a way that goes beyond any Qigong class you’ve ever taken.
• Releasing of the blocked energy created by difficult past experiences, even of a traumatic nature.

And such exploration becomes the mechanics of Magic. And that Magic is very infectious. 
Gaia trusts and loves and is so open to herself, that she can’t help but trust and love and be open to others. You feel 
that from her, and you soon start to feel it in yourself. And your trusting and loving and being fully open to yourself 
changes everything. Just like magic.

So F**k It Magic is what happens when –
• you discover a safe place within you that you can then EXPLORE the rest from.
• you stop trying to remember your relaxation techniques, and you just drop into BEING.
• you stop wondering whether letting go of something would help, and the LETTING GO just happens.
• you abandon ideas of how you should be, and YOU JUST ARE.



F**k It Magic goes beyond the ideas, and the talk, and the philosophy and the questions. It’s more like a place that 
you are invited to. And once you’ve been there, everything changes. It’s like a BEING rather than a LEARNING.

Imagine what it what it would be like to –
• Live moment-to-moment in a state of TRUST.
• Feel a sense of OKAYNESS that goes beyond whether life is good, or not.
• Be able to LISTEN to yourself in as clear a way as you’d listen to the morning news on the radio.
• Not judge good or bad feelings, good or bad experiences, just BE WITH THEM.
• See your life change with very LITTLE EFFORT.

Thank you Gaia for bringing people back to life

That’s a magic way of living. It’s a F**k It Magic way of living.

This is not step-by-step. It’s not in 7 stages. This is magic remember…

This is the magic that happens when you rediscover how it is to live from being rather than trying, when you feel so 
safe that resistance goes… and whatever was in your way and blocking you simply shifts on its own…

This is the magic of Gaia and her F**k It ways igniting the magic of you in your own way, in the totally magic 
settings of the stunning Italian venues that Gaia has chosen.

THE F**K IT MAGIC RETREATS ARE:

F**k It Magic (Energy), April 3-10, Urbino Resort

  

On this week Gaia will be working with energy – how to access it, how to release what’s being held, how to feel 
its flow so much that it starts to move you and your life. This is about Magic Spontaneous Energy and it’s about a 
Magic Spontaneous You.

F**k It Magic (Villa), April 24 - May 4, The Fano Villa 
 

Club Only

This longer (10 day) retreat for fewer people (10) is held in a lovely villa (with pool and tennis court) near Fano (on 
the coast), and only for those who’ve been before. Gaia ran her first of these a few weeks ago and it was a delicious 
experience. And completely different to our normal retreats. You live in a house together, self-catering (or going out 
for meals), with Gaia coming in to run gorgeous sessions in the gorgeous lounge there, doing what you know you do 
with Gaia. This is the retreat that booked up in a day this time last year.



F**k It Magic (Dissolving), May 22 – 29, Urbino Resort 

This week is about reconnecting to yourself, and through that experiencing that you’re limitless. You’ll be 
experiencing this in the hot water of the spa (that’s part of the ‘dissolving’ bit) and the cooler water of a mountain 
plunge-pool and waterfall. You’ll be finding out what it’s like to live in a more ‘dissolved’ way, not blocked by your 
normal patterns and limited thoughts, and just flowing more, like dissolving honey in a nice cup of tea.

F**k It Magic (Freedom), June 20 – 27, The Hill 
 

Club Only

This week is about widening your horizons and being able to live with curiousity, creativity and joy again. When fear 
turns up in our lives (for whatever reason, including because of traumatic events, long past or recent) everything 
tightens: our body, our vision, our dreams. During this week you’ll experience how to feel safe, present and open 
again: fear will give way to curiousity. Your breath will deepen, your body will release, you’ll feel ready for playing 
again. We’ll do some of the work in nature and in the wide horizons of the beautiful Hill: and that will guide you into 
widening the horizons and the beauty in your life. 

F**k It Magic (Movement), July 3 – 10, Stromboli

This week is held on the live volcano of Stromboli. And you’ll be matching the energy of the volcano – so it’s about 
unblocking, opening, releasing what’s got stuck or held back, and really feeling what it’s like to live more freely and 
expressively. It’s about allowing rather than trying and finding out how magical that can be.

F**k It Magic (Villa), Sept 12 – 22, The Fano Villa 
 

Club Only

This longer (10 day) retreat for fewer people (10) is held in a lovely villa (with pool and tennis court) near Fano (on 
the coast), and only for those who’ve been before. Gaia ran her first of these a few weeks ago and it was a delicious 
experience. And completely different to our normal retreats. You live in a house together, self-catering (or going out 
for meals), with Gaia coming in to run gorgeous sessions in the gorgeous lounge there, doing what you know you do 
with Gaia. This is the retreat that booked up in a day this time last year.

F**k It Magic (Truth & Shadows), Oct 9 – 16, The Hill 
 

Club Only

This week is about releasing some of the fears that have held you back. Gaia will create the perfect space of 
openness, safety and trust in order to allow some of the shadows to surface, be accepted and lose their grip… thus 
freeing up a lot of energy to enjoy life.

F**k It Magic (Women), Nov 6 – 13, Urbino Resort

This does what it says on the tin. And this is a tin for women. Not men.
This is a week dedicated to women, to play, celebration, feeling and understanding. You’ll realise that you can listen 
to yourself, to your rhythm, and follow your own way. F**k It, it’s about time.



 
PRICE PACKAGES

 

Remember that we’re now separating the price for the course packages from the accommodation prices, which is 
particularly appropriate for these new retreats, where you now have a vast choice of accommodation. Venue details 
and prices are at the bottom of this document.

For all F**k It Magic Retreats, except F**k It Magic (Villa):

1 Week Retreat Magic 21 day 
eCourse

Three Magic 
Skype 1-to-1s

Magic 1-to-1 
Break in Fano

Total Price Your Price
(for now)

Your Saving

Price € 1,200 Price € 300 Price € 300 Price € 600

VIP € 2,400 € 1,590 € 810

PLATINUM € 1,800 € 1,190 € 610

GOLD € 1,500 € 990 € 510

SILVER € 1,200 € 890 € 310

For F**k It Magic (Villa) Only, with the lower self-catering villa prices noted at foot of document:

10 Day Retreat
for 10 People

Magic 21 day 
eCourse

Three Magic 
Skype 1-to-1s

Magic 1-to-1 
Break in Fano

Total Price Your Price
(for now)

Your Saving

Price € 1,600 Price € 300 Price € 300 Price € 600

VIP € 2,800 € 1,890 € 910

PLATINUM € 2,200 € 1,490 € 710

GOLD € 1,900 € 1,290 € 610

SILVER € 1,600 € 1,190 € 410

NOTES ON THE RE-ENTRY PACKAGES.

SILVER. The week’s retreat, without any follow-up support. Nuff said.

GOLD. This is the core idea of the new ‘Re-entry’ idea: you return home from your ‘F**k It Helps’ retreat and the 
teaching and support continues. It makes re-entry into your everyday life that much easier, and you get to use what 
you’ve learnt and experienced much more effectively. So, for the 21 days after you return home, you’ll get something 
special from Gaia every day.  It might be a guided mediation for you to do in the evening.  It might be a little video 
of her teaching an exercise.  It might be just a few inspirational sentences from the goddess herself. We’ll prepare 
some of them earlier, and some of them will go out live. We’re spontaneous like that. For those of you who’ve done 
many of Gaia’s retreats and weekends (and there are many of you), this will be a big treat.  And clearly you get to 
keep everything too, so you’ll have audios and videos of Gaia to experience any time you want.
We’d like everyone to take at least this option and have thus made this €300 eCourse available for only an extra 
€100.

PLATINUM. Lots of you are already doing regular Skype 1-to-1s with Gaia. They’re a great way to do regular work 
with someone whom you previously could only work with on retreats. Gaia is an extraordinary therapist and healer.  
And the therapy and healing works brilliantly over Skype (one person said just last week “It’s amazing how well this 
works over Skype.”). With this package, you get three sessions with her (they last between 60 and 80 mins), so you 
could do one before and two after. Gaia uses an online diary, so it’s easy to book.  Well, the system is easy, our 
challenge might be Gaia’s availability.  All the more reason to book (and schedule) early. 

VIP. Ah, you’ll love this. This has pretty much happened spontaneously.  When some of Gaia’s regular clients heard 
we were moving to Fano (on the coast) they asked ‘oohh, could I come down and do some 1-to-1s with you, and 
just stay in a local hotel?’.  And she said ‘yes’.  And that’s when the ‘Magic 1-to-1 Break in Fano’ was born. The 
(normally €600) package includes: three live 1-to-1s in a gorgeous healing centre in Fano, and three Skype 1-to-
1s.  It’s a fabulous way to get a full and powerful course of sessions with Gaia, whilst having a bit of a holiday for 
yourself too.  These will be very limited in number for obvious reasons (okay then: Gaia has very limited time, we 
can’t clone her, see earlier point).

NOTES ON ACCOMMODATION FOR F**K IT MAGIC RETREATS
Details and prices of the various accommodation options are at the bottom of this document.



F**K IT HELPS (FESTIVAL)

This brand new Festival retreat, in a brand new venue in Pesaro is run by John and his team. John has been teaching 
about how saying ‘F**k It’ can help for more than 10 years. His F**k It books have sold more than 500,000 copies and 
been translated into 24 languages.

On Facebook alone more than 400,000 people follow his daily F**k It words of wisdom.

He and all those people know that F**k It Helps. This week is the most comprehensive, fun, practical, inspiring, pick 
‘n’ mix, find-your-freedom expression of that help you’ll find.

John here. And I’m very (very) excited about this new retreat. I’ve taken what you’ve been asking for (new venue on 
the beach, another ‘festival’, more practical teaching) and created the most stonking, liberating, get-yourself-sorted-
in-a-week-and-have-a-blast-whilst-you’re-at-it retreat ever.

My focus, and that of my team, is to find the quickest and most powerful (and most fun) ways to bring you positive 
change in your life, using F**k It… and change that lasts.

So that, whatever you need help with – whether it’s stress and anxiety, or feeling really stuck, or having lost a sense 
of direction, or health issues, or a feeling that life is passing you by, or not feeling confident enough just to be you – 
you’ll get it, F**k It style, in this week.

My life has changed in massive ways since my first retreat. 
I feel like I’ve been able to see things clearly for the first time; 

it’s hugely liberating, but also staggering

What’s that, you have some questions?  Okay, fire away -

Tell me then, how can a profanity help?

‘F**k It’ Helps to massively reduce worry and stress. ‘F**k It’ Helps because it reminds us that what we’re 
worrying about and stressing over most likely doesn’t matter as much as we think it does. It brings PERSPECTIVE 
in a way that usually only happens when bad things happen to us (or to those around us).  ‘F**k It’ Helps us get 
perspective before perspective gets us.



‘F**k It’ Helps you relax and experience a different ‘state’. When you say ‘F**k It’ you relax.  And when you relax, 
your brain changes (both in frequency and in which part of the brain you’re using).  And when your brain changes, 
your state changes (picture you at your most stressed compared to you when you’re at play).  We’ve often talked 
about ‘F**k It’ being the bridge between the right and the left hemispheres of your brain. And we recently found that 
studies have shown that this profanity is not even generated from the usual speech centre of the brain (in the left 
hemisphere), but from the right hemisphere, so you have to travel over to the other side of the brain to even say it!

‘F**k It’ Helps you let go.  Much of our struggle in life comes from being overly attached to things, whether it’s our 
jobs, or people, or money, or ideas (like ‘I must look good’). Saying ‘F**k It’ allows us to release our hold on so many 
things, enabling us to live more lightly and freely.

‘F**k It’ Helps us care less what others think.  Increasingly, it seems, in this media-saturated and social media 
age, many of us are held back in living a more free life by a fear of what others might think.  Our natural desire for 
freedom is smothered by an equally natural desire for approval.  And saying ‘F**k It’ helps ‘freedom’ get its own 
back on that need for ‘approval’ (it gets its ass kicked no less).  F**k approval, be free.

‘F**k It’ Helps to reduce pain. Because ‘F**k It’ helps you to let go of whatever it is you’re holding onto that’s 
causing you pain, it ultimately reduces pain in your life.  Also, just the use of the ‘f’ word has been demonstrated in 
several studies, to reduce physical pain (or, put another way, to increase your tolerance to pain, when exposed to it).
 
‘F**k It’ Helps get moving too if that’s what you need. Though saying ‘F**k It’ is often about letting go, and 
can also be about getting moving and achieving things.  If you’re feeling scared about doing something new, for 
example, saying ‘F**k It’ gives you the push to get on and do it, despite your fear.  This shows how ‘F**k It’ can be a 
double-sided tool.

‘F**k It’ Helps if you don’t swear too much.  There are now studies that show that the beneficial effect of swearing 
(for example, on your tolerance to pain) is reduced if you swear too frequently.  We keep our cussing to times when 
we need it, and suggest that you do to.

I’m speechless when it comes to F**k It - I truly am. I am writing 
four months from attending my very first F**k It retreat and life 

has a whole new spectrum to it now. I’m a new person.

So you just teach people to say ‘F**k It’ over and over again?

No (see above point on swearing too much).  The profanity ‘F**k It’ is the centrepoint of a complete system. This 
‘F**k It Helps’ system clearly contains ‘F**k It’ as a central tool in itself. But also works with the wider context of why 
F**k It is required (eg. we’re out of balance) and how it is working (eg. in changing our brain state).

This ‘F**k It Helps’ system:

- Enables an UNDERSTANDING of how we’ve got to where we are. Many of us are stressed and out of 
balance, responding to situations in conditioned and often unhelpful ways. We have all, over our lives, through 
learned behaviour (we watch others and copy), and adapted behaviour (the way we behave to one thing influences 
how we behave to many other things), and shocked behaviour (when we experience shock or trauma of any form 
it can influence all other behaviour) developed both a ‘Mindset’ (the way we respond mentally and emotionally 
to any circumstance) and a ‘Bodyset’ (the way our bodies respond to any circumstance) that it’s worth getting to 
understand before you do anything else.

- Enables a RELAXATION around everything, everybody, every situation that will change your brain, your state, 
your body and your life. And ‘F**k It’ is what happens when this relaxation really happens. And ‘F**k It’ can help get 
you to that relaxation too. That’s called a Virtuous F**k It Circle (V.F.I.C.)

- Enables a level of ACCEPTANCE that you can only guess at. And even when you guess at it, it will probably 
look like some passive form of giving up. This acceptance is totally radical and means a switch to flowing through 
life like a fish swimming downstream (not upstream like those stressed-out salmon).

- Enables PLAY. Play is missing from most of our (adult) lives. Once you start to implement the F**k It Helps 
system, and free up a tad, the play naturally starts to happen. I said naturally. No laughter yoga (yuk), no play 
workshops (yeurkk), just say F**k It and wait for the gentle silliness to bubble up.



- Enables shifts in MINDSET. Once the above work is starting to happen, your mindset will naturally start to 
change. But I have a whole toolbox of techniques, mantras and new habits to implement based on learnings from 
ancient philosophies to cutting-edge psychology that will blow your mind(set). And blowing that mind, also starts to 
blow the body too (no, not like that, naughty)…

- Enables shifts in BODYSET. The mind affects the body. The body affects the mind. When we work through the 
body (through disciplines like Qigong and yoga, or just a walk along the beach), we positively affect our energy (qi). 
And that’s good for your head, good for your health, and good for your life in general (the energy of ‘you’ starts to 
interact effortlessly in a happy dance with the energy of ‘life’ and everything gets brighter).

- Enables ILLUMINATION. I don’t mean some grand illumination where the answer to life, the universe and 
everything strikes you on Day 6. Though we can’t exclude that. And please do share it if that happens. But the 
sometimes subtle and usually difficult to share personal illuminations or insights that happen when everything 
starts to align.  I had one just yesterday. It was about feeling entirely held by a universal energy. Which now sounds 
completely Wanky.  You see? They’re difficult to share and convey, but, my, they’re sure strong when they hit you.

That’s a taste of some of the content of the system. On a more practical, day-to-day level, the retreat will look like 
this:

- It will have a real ‘festival’ feel, in that you can try lots of stuff (and enjoy some great music).  I’m just 
recruiting the team now, so this is evolving…. But there’ll certainly be a Qigong teacher leading classes on the beach 
in the morning, and there’s likely to be yoga in the afternoon and some shiatsu too.  Oh and there’ll be a coach you 
can talk things through with. There’ll even be a couple of Gaia’s famous breathwork sessions (with…da dahh… 
Gaia!).

- There will be an everyone-get-together-and-learn-the-F**k-It-System session every morning with John, 
from 10am to 1pm. It will happen in the most gorgeous session room you’ve ever seen (luxury plus fabulous sea 
view). There will be videos, music, jokes and some serious charts and facts and theories for you to scribble down. 
There will be ways to bond with your fellow F**kiteers in smaller groups, so you make new mates and really feel the 
community aspect of a F**k It Retreat (as has always happened), even though the full group will be larger.

- And there’ll be the beach, and the warm sea, and the Italian town with its piazza and its pizza, its coffee bars 
and its cool shops and its beautiful people. 

- And beautiful you. And, helped by F**k It, that beautiful you will be feeling more free and beautiful every day, 
and knowing that you can take that feeling of liberation and beauty back into your everyday world (the world beyond 
the sandy beaches and tasty aperativos).
Do join us for the first ‘F**k It Helps Festival’. It will be special. And one day you can tell the grandkids that you were 
there for the first.

 
PRICE PACKAGES

 

Remember that we’re now separating the price for the course packages from the accommodation prices, which is 
particularly appropriate for these new retreats, where you now have a vast choice of accommodation.

1 Week Retreat F**k It Helps
7 Week eCourse

F**k It  Life
12 Week eCourse

Three Skype
1-to-1s w/Gaia

Total Price Your Price
(for now)

Your Saving

Price € 1,200 Price € 300 Price € 300 Price € 300

VIP € 2,100 € 1,390 € 710

PLATINUM € 1,800 € 1,190 € 610

GOLD € 1,500 € 990 € 510

SILVER € 1,200 € 890 € 310



NOTES ON THE RE-ENTRY PACKAGES.

SILVER. The week’s retreat, without any follow-up support. Nuff said.

GOLD. This is the core idea of the new ‘Re-entry’ idea: you return home from your ‘F**k It Helps’ retreat and you 
then get 7 weeks of online teaching with the ‘F**k It Helps’ eCourse. We’ll do the course live, as a continuation 
of your learning from the week, and it’s likely to include videos, a weekly webinar and a private group for sharing 
experiences and asking questions. We’d like everyone to take at least this option and have thus made this €300 
eCourse available for only an extra €100.

PLATINUM. And after you’re finished your 7 week ‘Helps’ course, there’ll be a pause of a couple of weeks then we’ll 
take you through the 12 ‘Living the F**k It Life’ course. This is the most in-depth F**k It eCourse we do, and includes 
weekly webinars and videos and a whole series of videos teaching F**k It Qigong and F**k It Meditation.  It’s deep 
deep and creates change change.

VIP. So far, you’re on a retreat in Italy for a week, you get home and you have the support of around 5 months of 
eCourses, and access to the community of those also following the courses. The VIP option is to have three 1-to-1 
sessions with Magic Gaia herself. You can choose when to have them too, using her online diary system. You might, 
for example, want one before the retreat, and then two after. It’s up to you. You’re a Very Important Person after all.

NOTES ON BOOKING ACCOMMODATION.

The group sessions are all held at The Excelsior.  But you have the whole of Pesaro to choose from for 
accommodation and meals. Just have a little google. You might choose a simple Airbnb option and pay as little as 
€25 a night. Or splash out and stay in the Excelsior itself for a lot more.

We’re going to put together a guide to our recommended accommodation and restaurants in January.  We’ll send 
that to you when it’s ready.



F**K IT – DO WHAT YOU LOVE (FESTIVAL)

This other brand new Festival retreat, in a brand new venue in Pesaro, is run by John and his team. John has been 
teaching about how saying ‘F**k It’ can help in every area of your life for more than 10 years. His F**k It books have 
sold more than 500,000 copies and been translated into 24 languages. 

On Facebook alone more than 400,000 people follow his daily F**k It words of wisdom.

F**k It, You Really Can Do What You Love You Know

John here again. Yes, with the help of ‘F**k It’ (and me), you can do what you love in life. Including making a living 
from doing what you love, if that’s what you want.

And you can learn about how to do this on the beach in Italy: sitting in the luxurious session room of the Excelsior 
looking out over the sea; swimming in the warm Adriatic Sea as you ponder ideas and wandering around the piazzas 
and bars eating pizza and drinking beer, hanging out with like-minded F**kiteers, most probably hatching ideas for 
how to make Your Thing happen in the world.

I know what I’m talking about. And not just because I have done what I love, and made a living from doing what I 
love, all my adult life.
But because I’ve developed a system that allows anyone to Do What They Love, whoever they are, whatever 
they do (and don’t do).
But it takes some learning, and it takes some work.
Welcome to the F**k It: Do What You Love retreat.

Are you Victorian or Amish?

Why Do What You Love?

Why eat chocolate? Why swim in a warm sea? Why go to see a great film and sit with a bucket of warm sweet 
popcorn in your lap?
Because, F**k It, what’s life about if it’s not about enjoying yourself more, doing more the stuff that you love.
That should be enough shouldn’t it?
Unless you’re Victorian or Amish and the idea of any kind of pleasure gets your back up.

But there’s more. A lot more:
• Doing what you love is healthy. We’ll explore this in detail. But you’re a lot more likely to be well, stay well 
or get well if you’re doing what you love. We all know that getting stuck in a life that we hate is a sure-way path to 
sickness. And, conversely, just doing more what we love is sure-way path to healing and staying well. That’s not a 
bad extra benefit to living a more pleasurable life, is it?
• Doing what you love will relax you. It’s a funny thing, but when you’re doing what you love, when you face 
apparently stressful situations, you’re more relaxed. And because you’re relaxed, you’re more likely to resolve those 
stressful situations.
• Doing what you love will increase your success. We’ll explore this in detail too. But if you look at anyone 
who’s REALLY successful, you’ll find they love what they do. And they usually didn’t start doing it because they 
wanted to be successful. They just got on and did what they loved to do, and the success naturally followed. Yum 
yum. Win win. Gimme gimme.



Doing What You Love Keeps You Healthy

What do you love?

After we’ve established why it’s important to do what you love, we’ll go on the fantastical journey of discovery 
finding out what we love.
And even if you think you know what you love, we’ll all start from scratch.
Why? Because sometimes we think we love stuff that we don’t really (we’re good at kidding ourselves if we’ve 
invested a lot in that thing).
And because we’re likely to find a whole range of new stuff that we never realised we loved, or could love (and 
you will realise there are some things that you’ve never tried that you are likely to love doing).

You’ll find a whole range of stuff you never knew you’d love.
 

Once you know what you love?

There’s a whole process involved in doing more what we love, that we’ll explore in detail, so that you can walk away 
from the week with a whole bunch of new tools to be able to instantly do more what you love.  

These tools include: Doing less of what you don’t love;  giving what you don’t love to others; using the new time and 
space in your life to do what you love; keeping moving, keeping playing and the secret (not any longer) ingredient of 
‘Loving What We Do’ (as well as Doing What We Love).

Making a Living from Doing What You Love

Given that we spend a lot our time on this planet involved in activity related to earning currency to fund the 
expenses related to living (shelter, food, heat and light, holidays, etc.), it’s very likely that you’ll get to the point where 
you wonder how you can actually make a living from doing what you love.

And maybe even more – make a very good living from doing what you love.

So we’ll investigate this deeply, including –
• How to find a great IDEA from the stuff that you know you love
• How to find a HOOK in that idea that will appeal to people
• How to find your NICHE of people that will love what you’re offering and won’t cost you a fortune to get your 
message to
• How to create a BUSINESS that stands the best chance of defying the miserable odds for start-ups

And we’ll discuss how to get you from where you are today to where you want to be with the minimum of 
stress and the minimum of risk (this could include, for example, going part-time in your current job, to develop your 
new do what you love line of business as a side-line). It’s how to say ‘F**k It, I will do this’ but in a way that doesn’t 
f**k your life up in a month.
 



What do you know about this then Parkin?

Well, I’m an expert at the Do What You Love thing.  I’ve always been keen to spend my life doing only what I love, 
and to make a living from it whenever possible.

From the moment I decided that the family firm wasn’t my thing and decided to spend the first few years of my 
career sitting with my feet on the desk coming up with ideas for TV commercials… to the moment when we left 
London with our twin baby boys to set up a retreat in Italy… to the moment when we closed said retreat in order to 
do just what we love, which is teaching F**k It to the world.

What I Love, is not one fixed thing.  It moves all the time.  And I follow it.  Of course there are themes.  We’ve 
been teaching ‘F**k It’ for a living for 10 years now.  And of course there are responsibilities. We have to pay the bills 
and feed our rapidly growing boys.

But we’ve shown, over 25 years, that it is possible to do what you love and make a living from it.

I’ve had a lot of experience in business – working with some of the biggest companies in the world – and I’ve also 
owned and run many successful businesses myself over the years (starting my first at school when I was 14).

 

It’s IMPORTANT to be doing what you love, so hit the beach.

There’s an urgency too to turning your loves, and your ideas, into a business.

Who wants to waste any more of our precious time on this planet doing anything that we don’t really want to do?

So come and join us all, on a sandy beach in Italy, creating our new stories.

Be there, or be, well, a square peg in a round hole, continuing to slog away at stuff that you don’t particularly like 
whilst life passes you by.

That’s worse than square, eh?

This festival retreat will be the optimal mix of learning, idea development and holiday (when the ideas get a chance 
to ferment – don’t you always get your best ideas on holiday too?).  There will be a fixed session every morning from 
10am – 1pm with other elements dotted around the week where appropriate… eg. we’ll have a session on ‘how to 
stay relaxed whatever’s happening’ designed for those inevitable tricky moments in business, there’ll be Qigong on 
the beach every morning, and there’ll be two coaches to help you personally work out your DWYL idea.



 
PRICE PACKAGES

 

Remember that we’re now separating the price for the course packages from the accommodation prices, which is 
particularly appropriate for these new retreats, where you now have a vast choice of accommodation.

1 Week Retreat F**k It DWYL
7 Week eCourse

F.It  Make a Living
7 Week eCourse

F**k It - Do It
1 Year Mastermind

Total Price Your Price
(for now)

Your Saving

Price € 1,200 Price € 300 Price € 600 Price € 6,000

VIP € 8,100 € 4,390 € 3,710

PLATINUM € 2,100 € 1,390 € 710

GOLD € 1,500 € 990 € 510

SILVER € 1,200 € 890 € 310

NOTES ON THE RE-ENTRY PACKAGES.

SILVER. The week’s retreat, without any follow-up support. Nuff said.

GOLD. This is the core idea of the new ‘Re-entry’ idea: you return home from your ‘F**k It – Do What You Love’ 
retreat and you then get 7 weeks of online teaching with the FIDWYL (yes, it was going to have to get to an acronym 
eventually) eCourse.  As with ‘F**k It Helps’, we’ll do the course live, as a continuation of your learning from the 
week, and it’s likely to include videos, a weekly webinar and a private group for sharing experiences and asking 
questions. We’d like everyone to take at least this option and have thus made this €300 eCourse available for only 
an extra €100.

PLATINUM. In the first (above) eCourse, there will, of course, be a good amount of teaching on ‘Making a Living’ 
from Doing What You Love.  But this is the in-depth course.  We’ll take you through the complete process of how 
to generate that winning idea, how to create the irresistible hook, and look at everything from the astonishingly 
complex world of modern marketing to the astonishingly simple world of getting a basic business up and running. 
As with the other eCourses there’ll be a mixture of videos, webinars and discussion groups.  This is the way to get 
an idea and get a business up and running in 7 weeks.

VIP. Sheesh, that’s expensive!  Yes it is.  Welcome to the ‘F**k It – Do It’ Mastermind.  This is a limited number 
group, let by John and two coaches / consultants.  You can pay as a monthly amount (the usual price is €500 per 
month, but this significantly reduces as part of your ‘re-entry’ package). We’re just starting to fill in the detail of what 
this will look like, but there’ll be a monthly online group get-together (the traditional ‘mastermind’ format) where you 
get some time in the hot-seat, sharing your progress and challenges, then we (and the other participants) guide 
and advise you. It’s an astonishingly powerful way of getting help for your new (or existing) business. Mastermind 
groups have been used by (and inspired) some of the best and greatest (and wealthiest), starting with Henry Ford 
and his group of luminaries.  But we’re going to take the idea much (much) further, creating a system where you’re 
personally followed and supported by one of our coaches.  We’ll help you set up your plans and goals for your 
business. Then we’ll help keep you accountable (ie. do the things you really want to do) and stay sane (and healthy) 
in the process. Yes, there’ll be alround relaxation and health advice too. This is going to be awesome.  And only a 
few people can join next year.  Just email us if you want to know more and how the payment would work for this 
package.  We’ll have a little questionnaire for you to fill out, as we want to get the right group of people together (as 
the chemistry of the group is going to be important).

NOTES ON BOOKING ACCOMMODATION.

The group sessions are all held at The Excelsior.  But you have the whole of Pesaro to choose from for 
accommodation and meals. Just have a little google. You might choose a simple Airbnb option and pay as little as 
€25 a night. Or splash out and stay in the Excelsior itself for a lot more.

We’re going to put together a guide to our recommended accommodation and restaurants in January.  We’ll send 
that to you when it’s ready.



HELP DECIDING WHICH F**K IT RETREAT IS FOR YOU

Are you struggling to work out which retreat you’d most like to come to?
This should help:

Have you been before, 
are benefitting from F**k It, 
but are ready to go deeper?

Are you new to F**k It, 
and want to dive in and discover 
some amazing ways to use F**k It 
in your life for big change 
but don’t want to dive in too deep just yet?

Are you struggling with your job
and desperately want to find 
a way out, and a new way to make a living?

Are you in trouble, in one way or another, 
and need some big breakthrough and big healing?

Are you after a great, fun holiday on the beach, 
making loads of new friends, 
but with added F**k It learning running through it 
(like writing in a stick of rock), 
something you know will still 
be working long after the tan’s gone?

Do you have a passion but don’t know 
how to make a living from it?

Have you heard that Magic Gaia 
is the most astonishing therapist 
and healer on the planet?

 

PROBABLY

PROBABLY

PROBABLY

PROBABLY

PROBABLY

PROBABLY

DEFINITELY



WHY WOULD YOU WANT TO JUMP IN NOW?
1. You secure your desired spot. This time last year many of the weeks filled up in this 8-day window. One retreat 
filled up on the first day.

2. You get the best offer now. We’ll only be offering this level of discounts on the retreats packages for this window 
only.
 
3. You only need to pay the deposit of €600. We usually ask for the full payment of the full fee. But for this week 
you can secure your spot with just this deposit payment. 

4. You can change your mind. Yes, if you decide you’d prefer another retreat, you can switch your booking up til 
the end of January. 

5. After this week, there’s no one at the bookings desk until January.

My F**k It week has been one of the best weeks of my life! 
It shifted my perspective on myself and I feel much more at 

peace in my life and my decisions

F**K IT, I’D LOVE TO JUMP IN NOW THEN, WHAT DO I DO?
We’ve changed this last-minute.  Because we had an idea.

Because of the large demand for spaces, we don’t want you to panic about making your choice.  

So, if you just jump in and pay your €600 deposit now, you go on the list, and you get 24 hours to make your choice 
of retreat (which you can always change later anyway).

Just click here:

PAY €600 DEPOSIT NOW

Yes, it’s a piece of cake, and you get to stay RELAXED, which is the F**k It way. 
 

https://rd116.infusionsoft.com/app/form/2016registration


URBINO RESORT is fabulous. We’ve used this huge estate and spa for the majority of our retreats since 2012. People 
adore the place. So will you. For more information about the venue, go here.

Prices for full board are as follows: Single (Suite): €800 / Single: €690 / Double or Twin (Suite): €700 (p-p) / Double or 
Twin: €600 (p-p)  / Triple sharing: €510 (p-p) 

(You can, as ever, even if you’re coming on your own, book a twin or triple space in order to share with someone. 
And… though you’ll be paying the venue directly, 8 weeks before your retreat, we manage booking and availability of 
the rooms and spaces.)

STROMBOLI is the only live volcano in Europe.  And you’ll live on it for a week. It is stunning. And it’s perfect for a F**k 
It Retreat. It’s a powerful place for powerful work. For more information, go here.

Prices are as follows: Single with Sea-view: €645  / Single: €595  / Double or Twin with Sea-view: €505 (p-p) / Double 
or Twin: €455(p-p)  / Triple sharing: €420 (p-p)

(You can, as ever, even if you’re coming on your own, book a twin or triple space in order to share with someone. 
And… though you’ll be paying the venue directly, 8 weeks before your retreat, we manage booking and availability of 
the rooms and spaces.)

THE FANO VILLA This stunning villa in the hills behind Fano is surrounded by 12 hectares of olive groves, and fruit 
trees. It has a large private pool and a tennis court. The villa itself is large and beautifully restored. 

The villa is only five minutes’ drive from Fano (which was originally Roman)... and many of you will have already been to 
this enchanting town.  It sits on the Adriatic coast with its miles of sandy beaches. The town itself is perfect for hanging 
out in the numerous cafes; wandering about at ‘passeggiata’ time in the afternoon (when everyone walks around in 
their daily best); exploring the fresh food markets; ticking off the restaurants you sample, and... shopping (this is where 
people flock to shop from the surrounding areas).

Oh, and it’s where we now live. So you won’t get a better recommendation than that.

Prices are as follows: Single: €370 / Twin: €195 (p-p)

 

NOTES ON ACCOMMODATION FOR F**K IT MAGIC RETREATS

http://www.thefuckitlife.com/urbino.htm
http://www.thefuckitlife.com/stromboli.htm


THE HILL Many of you will know The Hill (That Breathes). Those that didn’t visit us there, will have heard of it. It was 
where it all started: the retreat centre we created and ran from 2004 to 2011. Well, it’s going to be opening again next 
year. And run by a gorgeous Dutch couple, Sandor and Christa.

The Hill is stunning: 100 acres of woodland, salt-water pool, two converted villas. Though it’s just 20 minutes from 
Urbino, you’ll feel like you’re on an island. There’s no one else in the valley. There are no other guests apart from your 
group.  You can do what you please on this magical Hill. And doing what you please usually means finding yourself 
again, healing, freeing yourself up.

Prices are as follows for full-board for the week: Single: €750  /  Semi-single & Twin: €550 (p-p) / Double: €550 (p-p) / 
Triple: €450 (p-p)

(You can, as ever, even if you’re coming on your own, book a twin or triple space in order to share with someone. 
And… though you’ll be paying the venue directly, 8 weeks before your retreat, we manage booking and availability of 
the rooms and spaces.)

And if you’ve just gone and scrolled right to the bottom in order to find the ‘PAY’ button, 
we’ll put that panel again, below. xx

F**K IT, I’D LOVE TO JUMP IN NOW THEN, WHAT DO I DO?
We’ve changed this last-minute.  Because we had an idea.

Because of the large demand for spaces, we don’t want you to panic about making your choice.  

So, if you just jump in and pay your €600 deposit now, you go on the list, and you get 24 hours to make your choice 
of retreat (which you can always change later anyway).

Just click here:

PAY €600 DEPOSIT NOW

Yes, it’s a piece of cake, and you get to stay RELAXED, which is the F**k It way. 
 

F**K IT RETREATS ARE BROUGHT TO YOU BY JOHN & GAIA OF ‘EFF IT SRL’
EFF IT SRL, S. STATALE ADRIATICA, 151/156, PESARO (PU), 61121, ITALIA

https://rd116.infusionsoft.com/app/form/2016registration
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